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ABSTRACT


This report presents a "snapshot" of the work completed to
 

date towards evaluating the brightness temperature data


produced by the SMMR final Antenna Pattern Correction (APC)


algorithm. As the algorithm evolves, further evaluation will


be performed. The current evaluation consists of 1) a direct


comparison of the outputs of the final and interim APC algorithms,


and 2) an analysis of a possible relationship between observed


cross-track gradients in the interim brightness temperatures


and a previously noted asymmetry in the antenna temperature


data. The results obtained from these two investigations are


the subject of this report.
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1.0 SUMMARY


This report presents a "snapshot" of the work completed to date toward


evaluating the brightness temperature data produced by the SMMR final
 

Antenna Pattern Correction (APC) algorithm. As the algorithm evolves,


further evaluation will be performed. The current evaluation consists


of 1) 	 a direct comparison of the outputs of the final and interim APC


algorithms, and 2) an analysis of a possible relationship between


observed cross-track gradients in the interim brightness temperatures


(TB) and a previously noted asymmetry in the antenna temperature (TA)


data.


The more important conclusions of the study are:


(1) 	 As expected, the final APC algorithm appears to diminish sidelobe


effects caused by land masses adjacent to the SMMIR swath. As


also expected, the cells immediately adjacent to land still con­

tain sidelobe contamination.


(2) 	 The brightness temperatures produced by the final APC are often


significantly lower than corresponding values produced by the


interim APC. This bias is different for each SMMR channel and


varies both with scan position and the mean brightness tempera­

ture level being observed.


(3) 	 The final brightness temperature values exhibit anomalous behav­

ior at land-sea interfaces in that the values tend to "ring"


when crossing such a transition boundary.


(4) 	 It appears that the cross-track gradients present in the interim


TB data may be modeled as a cos B coupling in the TA data. How­

ever, it appears that the sidelobe corrections are introducing


additional effects which are masking this relationship in the


final TB data.


2.0 INTRODUCTION


This report summarizes the work completed to date towards evaluating


the brightness temperature data produced by the SMMR final APC algo­

rithm. Prior work regarding the interim APC output is documented


in references 1 and 2. There are some differences between the interim


ABC and the final APC in addition to those due to sidelobe corrections.


They are attributable to 1) TA bias corrections, and 2) new values for


the cold space sidelobe contributions, which have been added since the


time of the first GOASEX workshop. The version of the final APC eval­

uated 	 here does not contain corrections for Faraday rotation or non­

nominal spacecraft attitude. In addition, the sidelobe corrections


currently applied in the final algorithm are approximate in that


smooth Gaussian functions with constant sidelobe levels beyond a criti­

cal cut-off angle are substituted for the actual antenna patterns.


The true antenna pattern functions will be incorporated into the APC


algorithm in the near future. As the algorithm evolves, further eval­

uations will be performed.
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The current evaluation consists of two principal efforts:


(1) The 	 brightness temperature outputs of the final and interim


APC algorithms are directly compared to evaluate the effects of


the newly implemented sidelobe corrections.


(2) 	 A previously noted cross-track asymmetry in the antenna tempera­

ture data (see reference 1) is investigated in order to account


for instrument-induced cross-track gradients observed in the


interim brightness temperatures.


The results obtained from these two investigations, along with newly­

developed 	 software analysis tools, will be discussed in later sections


of this report. Many of the techniques used in the present evaluation


were 	 initially developed during the previous Part B study. The soft­

ware 	 tools and models thus inherited will not be described here as they


are already documented in reference 2.


3.0 	 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION


3.1 	 Comparison of Final and Interim APC Brightness Temperatures. Using


various software analysis tools, a preliminary comparison of the final


and interim APC brightness temperature outputs has been performed. The


present comparison has been limited to a relatively small number of


SMMR passes due to time constraints. Additional data should be analyzed
 

in order to verify our preliminary conclusions. This additional analy­

sis will be performed shortly as part of the continuing final APC


evaluation.


The present comparison of the final and interim APC algorithms has been


performed with the primary intent of evaluating the impact of the newly


implemented sidelobe corrections. The following results are expected


from this type of comparison:


(1) 	 The final and interim algorithms should generally produce similar


brightness temperatures at locations farther than 1,000 kilometers


from land.


(2) 	 When the SMMR swath crosses a land-sea interface, the final algor­

ithm should produce a sharper change in brightness temperature


values than the interim algorithm.


(3) 	 When the SMMR swath parallels a land-sea interface, the output of


the final algorithm should be less sensitive to the nearby land


than the interim algorithm.


Our initial observations of final and interim output data do not in all


cases agree with the expectations listed above. A discussion of these


observations follows.
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3.1.1 	 Comparison Without Land Interference. An important analysis tool


developed for this study produces computer plots of final and interim


brightness temperature values versus latitude. These plots allow a


direct comparison to be made between the final and interim outputs. We


have extensively studied a portion of orbit number 1255, which appears


to exhibit clearer weather conditions than the other available SMMR


passes. Sixty plots relating to this orbit segment have been produced.


These 	 sixty plots consist of six sets of ten plots each, corresponding


to the ten SNMH channels. Of the six sets, three consist of data from


the left, 	 center, and right portions of the SMMR scan for the interim


and final 	 algorithms. The remaining three sets consist of similar data


except that the final algorithm output values are calculated without


applying sidelobe corrections.
 

A summary 	 of the differences observed between the final and interim val­

ues in all sixty plots is displayed in Table 1. The entries in Table 1


were 	 estimated directly from the appropriate plots and represent aver­

age differences between the two algorithms in the region between -200


and 50 latitude. The thirty plots corresponding to the sidelobe - cor­
rected final values are displayed as Figures 1.1 through 3.10. Two


plots (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) are given as examples of the full set of


thirty plots corresponding to the final algorithm without sidelobe


corrections.


The following observations are made regarding this set of data:


(1) 	 Between the latitudes of -20o and +50, the data exhibits generally


constant weather conditions, although some small-structure clouds


are present, as can be seen in the higher frequency channels.
 

The feature which peaks at about 120 latitude is the northern


hemisphere Intertropical Convergence Zone.


(2) 	 In general, the final brightness temperature values which have


been corrected for sidelobes show more point-to-point variation


then do either the interim values or the final values which have


not been corrected for sidelobes. This may be attributable to an


effectively higher degree of resolution achieved by the final


sidelobe corrections. Alternatively, it may instead be due to


"noise" amplification caused by the sidelobe corrections. 
 Further


study is needed to determine what is actually causing this effect.


(3) 	 In general, the brightness temperature values produced by the final


APC with sidelobe corrections are lower than the corresponding


interim values. This is especially true for the 18, 21, and 37 GHz


channels. However, as the brightness temperature level rises,
 

the differences between final and interim values diminish, with
 

the final brightness temperatures sometimes rising higher than the


interim values.
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(4) 	 As can be seen from the middle portion of Table 1, the differences


between the two algorithms vary across the scan, being greater at


the edges of the swath than at the center. Generally, the differ­

ences at one edge of the swath are greater than those at the oppo­

site edge. As will be seen later, the resulting asymmetry causes


the cross-track gradients observed in the final algorithm to be 
different 	from those observed in the interim. These swath-edge 
effects may be partially explained by imperfections in the map­

derived TB estimates from-outside the swath. These estimates
 

have a larger effect on the cells near the edge of the swath


than on those in the center.


(5) 	 As can be seen from the upper portion of Table 1, there are some


differences between the interim APC and the final APC without


sidelobe corrections. These differences appear to be fairly con­

stant across the scan. They are attributable to two types of con­

stants which have assumed new values since the time of the first


GOASEX workshop: 1) a bias correction has been applied to the


antenna temperature data used as input to the final APC algorithm,


ahd 2) the constants within the APC which define the cold space 
sidelobe contributions to the antenna temperatures have been re­

evaluated 	and changed accordingly. -The differences shown in the


upper portion of Table 1 are the result of these changes; Note


that the largest differences correspond to the 6.6 GHz vertical


channel.


(6) 	 The entries in the lower portion of Table 1 may be interpreted as


the changes in brightness temperatures due solely to the final


sidelobe corrections. In most cases, these numbers are much


larger than expected.


(7) 	 A very brief examination of similar plots produced for orbits


1178, 1206, and 1212 tends to substantiate the above observations


made for orbit 1255.


3.1.2 	 Comparison for Land-Sea Interface Crossing. We have chosen orbit num­

ber 1212 as an example of the SMMR swath's crossing of a coastline.


For orbit 1212, the left edge of the SMMR swath (cell 1 for each grid)


first crosses the Kenai Peninsula at a latitude of 590, then the Cook


Inlet at 600, then the Alaskan mainland between 600 and 64', then the


Norton Sound at 640, and finally crosses the Seward Peninsula at 650.


Figures 5.1 through 5.10-cof o n--plo-t7s-fiffaI and inter-im brightness 
temperatures for the portion of orbit 1212 between 30* and 70° north 
latitude. Note that these plots have a different vertical scaling from 
those displayed in Figures 1 through 4. The following observations are 
made regarding this set of plots: 
(1) 	 The differences between final and interim brightness temperatures


generally 	agree with those tabulated for orbit 1255 in Table 1.


As previously discussed in Section 3.1.1, these differences dimin­

ish as the overall brightne-ss temperature level rises, with the


final values occasionally rising above the interim values. An


example of this effect in orbit 1212 is the cloud feature at


4 
450 north 	 latitude. As also discussed in Section 3.1.1, the


final 	 values generally show more point-to-point variation than 
the interim values.
 

(2) 	 As expected, the brightness temperature values increase sharply


at land boundaries, with the higher frequency channels showing a


sharper increase than the lower frequency channels. For example,


Cook Inlet is imperceptible at the 6.6 and 10.7 GHz channels due


to their lower degree of resolution, while it is evident as a


sharp decrease in brightness temperature values at 600 latitude


for the higher frequency channels.


(3) The final brightness temperature values exhibit anomalous behav­

ior at each land-sea interface, in that the values seem to "ring"


when crossing such a transition boundary. The values undershoot


-the ambient temperature level on the ocean side of the interface,


and overshoot the ambient level on the-land side. A clear exam­

ple of this phenomenon appears in Figure 5.5 for the 18 GHz verti­

cal channel. In this plot, the ambient ocean level is 1500 K,


and the ambient land level is 260' K. An example of "ringing"


appears between 59' and 610 .north latitude where the final bright­

ness temperature values dip to 145' K, and then overshoot to


2700 K. Another example may be seen between 640 and 650 north


latitude when the SMMR swath crosses Norton Sound. The most


extreme case occurs in Figure 5.10 for the 37 GHz horizontal chan­

nel. In this plot, the ambient ocean level is about 1350 K, but


the "ringing" brightness temperature values decrease to about


900 K at both the first Alaskan coastline crossing and also over


Norton Sound.


In most of the observed cases, the oscillation damps out within 
two cells of the transition boundary. This "ringing" may be 
caused,by sidelobe overcompensation for adjacent cells, which .. 
becomes particularly evident near sharp temperaturecontrasts suc h-as. 
_lia4.-sea interfaces. FurtherrefinementofLtkeABC--o tants-.may­
alleviate this problem, but it is unlikely that accurate corrections 
will ever be possible for those cells immediately adjacent to land., 
3.1.3 	 Comparison for Paralleling a Land-Sea Interface. We have also chosen


orbit number 1212 as an example of the SNMR swath following a course


parallel and extremely close to land. The right-hand edge of the


swath for orbit 1212 runs parallel to the California coastline and


comes within 50 kilometers of San Francisco. Plots of brightness tem­

,perature cross-track gadients have been produced for both the final and


interim APC outputs usi-t-he-cross-track gradient software documented 
in Reference 2. Figures 6.1 through 6.5 correspond to the five fre­

quencies of interim APC output, while Figures 7.1 through 7.5 represent


final 	 APC-output.


Several observations are made regarding these plots:


(1) 	 The gradients shown in these plots are calculated from first-order


least-squares curve fits to each row of brightness temperature


5 
-d-e 	 TTles-e gradients result fro6-h h--]ItY-t&end--viron- .. 
mental effects. For example, the feature seen near 48' north lati­

tude is a cloud band intersected diagonally by the SIM swath. The


cloud bank is observed first on the left-hand edge of the swath,


causing an apparent negative cross-track gradient, and later on the


right-hand edge, resulting in a positive cross-track grdient.


-Theimagn-if-de of this feature varies from channel to channel and


is proportional to each channel's sensitivity to atmospheric


water content and/or winds associated with the cloud band.


(2) 	 The featurenear 380 north latitude is due to sidelobe effects


from the nearby California coast. These sidelobe effects appear


as positive cross-track gradients since the brightness tempera­

ture values on the right-hand edge of the swath are closest to


land and are elevated more than those on the left. This feature


appears strongest for the 6.6 GHz channels and decreases with


increasing frequency due to the narrower beam-widths at the higher


frequencies. The sidelobe effect is stronger for the horizontal


channels than for the vertical channels due to the fact that the


horizontal temperatures over ocean are much lower than the verti-

Cal temperatures, whereas both are about the same over land.


(3) 	 As expected, the final APC algorithm diminishes but does not com­

pletely remove these sidelobe effects near 38 latitude. This can


be seen by comparing the gradient plots for the final APC bright­

ness temperatures with those for the interim temperatures. For


instance, the two maximum 6.6 GHz horizontal gradients for the


interim data go off-scale with values of 6.14 and 6.32 degrees


Kelvin per cell. The two corresponding gradients for the final


data have been reduced to 3.34 and 3.56 degrees Kelvin per cell.


The corresponding 6.6 GHz vertical gradients have been reduced


from 3.30 and 3.26 to 2.46 and 1.77 degrees Kelvin per cell.


(4) 	 Overall, the final APC algorithm would appear to reduce the differ­

ences between vertical and horizontal cross-track gradients for


each frequency. This is most strikingly true of the 18 GHz chan­

nels. As can be seen in Table 7, the gradients for the final


18 GHz data are geaerally-zero. However the RMS values correspond­

ing to these first-order curve fits are extremely high (3 to


4 degrees Kelvin). This is in contrast to the interim 18 GHz data


(Table 6), which exhibit non-zero gradients and relatively low RMS


values (.5 to 1 degree Kelvin). We conclude that the cross-track


variation in final brightness temperature values is not particu- . 
larly linear, as previously discussed in Section-3.Jl ad thus 
cannot be approximated accurately by a first-order polynomial. 
This is substantiated by the numbers given in Table 1 which show 
non-linear variations in final brightness temperatures across 
the swath. Therefore, a zero cross-track gradient in the plots


presented for the final APC should probably be interpreted as


indicating the existence of non-linear variation across the scan
 

rather than zero variation.


3.1.4 	 Brightness Temperature - Surface Truth Comparison. An additional com­

parison between final and interim APC brightness temperatures has been


performed by comparing each to a set of model-predicted brightness


temperatures. The model values are calculated from interpolated sea


surface temperature (SST), sea surface wind speed (SSW), and water


vapor content (WVC) values, using the same geophysical model as that


described in reference 2. The model-calculated brightness temperatures
 

assume a zero cloud liquid water content.


The results presented here represent data from a single block of SMMR


APC output from orbit number 1135. This block has been chosen for our


analysis because it exhibits significantly less cloud cover than the


other blocks for which wind speed data is available. Model brightness


temperatures are calculated for the sixteen grid-one locations of this


block. The SMMR measured brightness temperature data consists of the


cells from each channel's best grid which are located closest to the


centers of the sixteen grid-one cells.


The SST data used as surface truth is derived from the National Marine


Fisheries Services September monthly average field which is described


in reference 1. The SSW data is a wind field provided by V. Cardone


which has been produced from ship and buoy measured wind speeds, and


SEASAT-A SASS-derived wind speeds. The atmospheric water vapor values


are derived from measurements which are meridionally averaged over a


full year (see reference 3).


Software has been developed to interpolate all surface truth data types


to the locations of the sixteen grid-one cells within a SMMR block.


For the block used in this comparison, sea surface temperatures range


between 284.1 and 287.1 degrees Kelvin, sea surface wind speeds range


from 12.6 to 16.4 meters/second, and water vapor content varies from


1.3 to 1.4 grams/cm2 .


Plots of measured versus calculated brightness temperatures and associ­

ated statistics are produced using previously developed software which


is documented in reference 2. The plots representing interim APC out­

put are displayed in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, while those containing final


APC values are shown in Figures 9.1 and 9.2. Tables 8 and 9 display


the biases observed between measured and model-predicted brightness


temperatures for each SMMR channel. Several observations are made


regarding these results:


(1) In agreement with the middle portion of Table 1, the biases


observed for the final APC data are generally lower than those


observed for the interim APC. As also indicated in Table 1,


there is little difference between the two algorithms for the


6.6 and 10.7 GHz horizontal channels.
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(2) As previously noted, the final APC brightness temperatures


generally exhibit more scatter than the interim values. This is


supported by the fact that the RMS values calculated for the final


APC data are significantly larger than those for the interim data


for all channels except 6.6 GHz.


(3) 	 In agreement with the results obtained in the Part B study


(reference 2), the vertical channels appear to be biased low,
 

whereas the horizontal channels appear to be biased high with


respect to model-predicted values. It is very probable, however,
 

that all of the biases in Tables 8 and 9 are somewhat too high


due to unmodeled cloud liquid water. In addition, V. Cardone has


suggested that the higher wind speeds contained in his wind fields


may be too low by about 2 meters/second. If so, this would also


tend to elevate the observed biases. If corrections ware applied


to the observed biases to account for unmodeled cloud and wind


speed effects, the positive biases observed for the horizontal


channels would be decreased. However, at the same time, the nega­

tive biases observed for the vertical channels would become still


more negative. Therefore, it appears that the vertical SNMR


channels, particularly 18, 21, and 37 GHz, are probably biased


low, though it is not possible at this time to accurately quantify


these biases.


3.2 	 Discussion of cosS Calculation. The present APC algorithms (both


interim and final) assume the SNMR antenna ports to be perfectly linearly


polarized. However, a cross-track asymmetry observed in the antenna


temperature data (see reference i) and the apparent existence'of non­

environmental cross-track gradients in the interim TE values (refer­

ences 1 and 2) suggest that this assumption may not be altogether valid.
 

In an effort to check the validity of this assumption, we have per­

formed a least-squares fit to averaged antenna temperature data, solving
 

for a cosS term which characterizes the degree of independent linear


polarization of the SMMR antenna ports. A discussion of the techniques


used in solving for cos5 follows.


3.2.1 	 Approach. Reference 4 contains an expression for the S!M measured


antenna temperatures as a function of brightness temperatures and the


instrument antenna patterns. This function may be expressed as:


TTAP =- Apf fo f IBT (0,0 Gv (6,) + T Bhp G(6,0) dedO 
(Eq. 1)
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where:


G (e ) = gpv(e,) cos2* + g ph(, )"sin2


J1/2
+ [gpv(,) gp(,) sin 2* cos a


2
Gph(e, ) = gph(O ) cos i + gpv(,) sin(2e,


- [ gph(OD] 2 sin 27p cos p 
and:


= polarization (v for vertical or h for horizontal). 
TAP = measured antenna temperature for the given polarization.


A = a normalization constant.


p


TBvTBh = vertical and horizontal radiation brightness temperature
 

fields over all space.


gg = the instrument antenna pattern fields over all space, co­

pvgph polarized (g and ghh) and cross-polarized (gvh and ghV 
1b= SNMR scan angle. 
cos $p = term describing the relative phase characteristics of the


SMMR antenna ports. (cos p = 0 implies perfect linear


polarization.)


The above expression may be approximated by assuming that the antenna 
pattern function is identically zero for all values of e and 4 except 
those defining the direction of the line of sight. The resulting nar­
row beam approximation may be written as: 
TAP = TB Gpv + TB Gph (Eq. 2) 
p v h 
where:


C s +
 2 +
Gpv = gpv o 2 gph s i n (gpvgph)I1/2 sin 2 cos ap

=2 2 1/2


s s i n 2
Ghph = h co + gpv 
- (gpkgph sin 2U cos ap 
9. 
and:-

TB ,TB = vertical and horizontal brightness temperatures in the


v h direction of the instrument line of sight.


'gph = instrument antenna patterns integrated over all space and
divided by A


and, p, TA , p, cos Sp are as defined above. 
The corrections performed by the interim APC algorithm in converting 
input TA data into TB data are based on this narrow beam approximation. 
This same approximation is used in our estimation of the cos a terms. 
A least-squares technique has been used to determine what value of cos S 
agrees best with the observed antenna temperatures along the scan for 
each channel. In addition to assuming the narrow beam approximation, 
this solution method assumes a constant brightness temperature along the 
scan. The technique used to find antenna temperature data satisfying 
this criterion is discussed later. 
The first step towards solving for the cos a terms of Equation 2 is the


calculation of the brightness temperatures TBv and TBh. Equation 2 may


be re-written in matrix form as:


TA Gvv Gvh TB


v v 
(Eq. 3) 
T 0Ghv G0hh T


Multiplying through by the matrix inverse gives:


TBGhh 
 
1v -Gvh' Av


G G G G 
 (Eq. 4)
 
vv hh hv vh


TB 
-G 
 C
G 
-h 
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Using the assumption of a constant brightness temperature alongthe 
scan, we choose to solve for TB, and TBh at the center of scan (.*= 0). 
Setting 4' equal to zero eliminates the unknown cos 5 term from the 
equations, and gives: 
2hh -gvh TA°1 
(Eq. 5)


gvvghh ghvgvh 
 
Where the zero superscript indicates temperatures evaluated at zero scan


position. Note that the assumption of constant brightness temperatures


along the scan greatly simplifies the solution procedure. The alter­

native is to simultaneously estimate TBv, TBh, and cos a at each sample


point along the SMMR scan.


Given values for TBv and TBh, we now find that cos 5 which satisfies a


least-squares criterion 3n the sense of minimizing the function L:


n 2 
L = 1 [ Ap ] (Eq. 6) 
where:


..f(*i,....5p).. .v= TB Gpv +TBBh 
 ph 
and:


n = the number of scan positions for the given channel


TA = the antenna temperature measured at the ith scan position


Pi


.th 
= the scan angle for the i scan position


and


TB T are as defined in equation 5, and


v h


GvGph are as defined in equation 2.


The minimization of L is accomplished by setting the partial derivative 
of L with respect to cos 5 equal to zero, and solving the resultant 
equation. 
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n


DL 
cos~il" 
2 [$=
 
8p~ Cos p 
0 (Eq. 7) 
where:


af(pi, p) a 0 3 Gp 
p 
 pv 
 + T 0 = -C sin 2i (Eq. 8)Tcosp B O cosa B h coss 12


and:


C T B h TBv (gpvgph)i/


Expanding equation 7 and solving for cos S yields:


cL ZT G TCos 8p 2CIGPi-pv TB - Gvph Bh ] sin 2*i=O (Eq. 9)


cos S = (Eq. 10)

CA


where:


n


A = sin 2 (2i)


i=l


2 i + 
TB 0 (gpv cos gph sin2
A2 TA _ 

i~l Pi v


- TBo (gph s2i sin2 i.] sin 2*.


and:


C is as defined in equation 8.


In order to achieve a data set which satisfies-the criterion of a con­

stant brightness temperature along-the scan, the above solution (Eq.


10) is applied to antenna temperature data which has been averaged


over many scans. That is, each TA i of equation 10 is actually an
Pi 
.

 . .
 .

average over many scans of those antenna temperatures observed for scan
 
position i of each scan. This approach helps to cancel out any
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environmentally-induced cross-track gradients in the data, and reduces


environmental "noise" observed from scan to scan and from footprint


to footprint. However, we have found that indiscriminate averaging of


data in this fashion does not always remove environmentally-induced


gradients. Our efforts to further reduce these gradients will be dis­

cussed later.


3.2.2 	 Results. A computer program has been developed which calculates cos 
for 'ea 'of the-ten SMMR cHanTfiefsF -- The technique used is that des-----' 
cribed above. In addition to printed output, the program produces 
computer plots of the averaged TA data versus scan angle and the fitted 
curves resulting from the calculated cos5 values.


Our best estimates of cos0 for each SMMR channel are given in Table 10,


along with the RMS statistic for each curve fitted to the averaged TA


data. The RMS statistic is the square root of the minimum value of


L (Eq. 6) 	 divided by n (the number of scan positions for the given


channel). Figures 10.1 through 10.5 contain plots of the averaged TA


data and the curves fitted to the data using the calculated cos$ terms.


The cos$ estimates contained in Table 10 are the results of fitting


data consisting of 103 SMMR scans from three different orbits. The


orbit segments used have been chosen especially for their uniform


atmospheric conditions. As mentioned earlier, one of the assumptions


used in calculating cos is a constant brightness temperature along


the SMMR scan. In principle, the averaging of large amounts of


TA data will cancel out all environmental-variations across the


swath. Unfortunately, we have found that the weather conditions in


the GOASEX region are so varied that indiscriminate averaging of


the data at hand does not sufficiently remove environmental effects.


Therefore, we have changed our strategy from one of averaging all data


to one of 	 identifying short orbit segments which exhibit uniform con­
ditions across theSMMRswath. The cross-track gradient software dis­

cussed previously has been executed for man7diff rent brbitstor the­

purpose of identifying segments which are characterized by uniform


atmospheric conditions (i.e., zero.environmental cross-track gradients).


The result is that 103 scans from equatorial regions of three ascending


orbits (1126, 1198, and 1255) have been selected as our "best" data


set. Estimates of cos 5 have been produced for this data set (Table


10) as well as a number of other combinations of SMIR data. As


expected, 	the RMS statistics around the fitted curves indicate that


the curve fits achieved using the "best" data set are indeed better


than those of other runs.


The cos 5 values calculated for the 6.6 and 10.7_GHz channels show


little variation from run to run. In addition, E. Christensen-and


B. Wind, using a completely different estimation technique, have pro­

duced very similar cos a estimates for these four channels. There­

fore, our confidence in the cos $ estimates for the lower frequency


channels is quite high.
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The cos S values calculated for the 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels do show


significant variation from run .to run. This variation is undoubtedly


due to the greater sensitivity of these channels to varying atmospheric


water 	 content. Therefore, our confidence in the estimates for these


channels is not as high as for those of the lower frequency channels.
 

Several observations are made regarding the results shown in Table 10


and Figures 10.1 through 10.5:


(1) 	 The averaged TA data points generally fall along very smooth


curves.


(2) 	 The curve fits to the averaged TA data all have RMS values below


.4 degrees Kelvin except for the 6.6 and 21 GHz horizontal chan­

nels. The RMS values for these two channels are near .6 degrees


Kelvin.


(3) 	 The curve fits for the 6.6 and 21 GHz horizontal channels are not


as good at the ends of the scan as they are in the center. This


might be attributable to slight inaccuracies in the antenna gain


coefficients (gvand gh ) corresponding to these two channels.


3.2.3 	 Correlation Between cos a and Cross-track Gradients. In order to


increase our confidence in the calculation of the cos S values, we have


produced plots of the total cross-track variations observed in the TB


daia versus the cos values calculated from the TA data. The plotted


TB gradient values are averages of the gradients observed over the


latitude range used in calculating cos.4.


An example of this type of plot which corresponds to the cos $ values


calculated for the "best" data set is given in Figure 11.1. The cross­

track variations plotted here are those observed in the interim APC


output corresponding to this same "best" data set. The ten plotted


points represent the TB gradient - cos S pairs for the ten SMMR chan­
nels. The line shown in this plot represents the first-order least­

squares curve fit to the data points. It is encouraging to note that


the plotted points are fitted quite well by this line, and that the line


passes close to the origin (i.e., a zero cos 5 corresponds to a zero


cross-track gradient). The RMS statistic about the fitted line is .88


degrees Kelvin.


Figure 11.2 and 11.3 contain similar plots for a data set comprising a


portion of orbit 1255. The TB cross-track variations plotted in Fig­

ure 11.2 are calculated from interim APC brightness temperature data,


while those plotted in Figure 11.3 are from the corresponding final APC


data. Note that the cos $ values correlate quite well with the interim


TB cross-track variations, but hardly at all with the final TB gradi­

ents. We conclude from this that the cross-track gradients-present in


the interim TB data may be modeled as a cos S coupling in the antenna


temperatulrdiata. However, it appears that the sidelobe corrections are


introducing additional effects which are masking this relationship in


the final TB data.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS


Several conclusions may be drawn from the results discussed in the


previous section 3.0:


(1) 	 There appears to exist a bias between the brightness temperatures


produced by the final and interim APC algorithms. This bias is


different for each SIMR channel and varies both with scan position


and the mean brightness temperature level being observed.
 

As shown in Table 1, the brightness temperatures produced by the


final 	 APC are often significantly lower than corresponding values


produced by the interim APC. This is especially true for the 18,


21, and 37 GHz channels. However, as the brightness temperature
 

level 	 rises, the differences between final and interim values


diminish, with the final brightness temperatures sometimes rising


above 	 the interim values (e.g., the region near 45' latitude of


figures 5.1 through 5.10).


As can be seen from the middle portion of Table 1, the differences


between the two algorithms vary across the scan. The fact that


the final brightness temperature values are often lower on the


edges 	 of the swath than in the center suggests that the sidelobe


corrections being applied to the cells near the swath's edge may


be too large. The sidelobe corrections for all cells involve


brightness temperatures derived from a world brightness tempera­

ture map. But, the map-derived temperatures have a larger effect


on the cells nearer the edge of the swath than on those in the


center. Therefore, it appears that the map-derived temperatures


may be too high. This could account for the overall lowering of


the final brightness temperatures with respect to the interim


values. It could also account for the final brightness tempera­

tures 	 being lower on the edges than in the center of the swath.


(2) 	 The final brightness temperature values exhibit anomalous behav­

ior at land-sea interfaces in that the values tend to "ring"


when crossing such a-transition boundary. The values undershoot


the ambient temperature level on the ocean side of the interface,


and overshoot the ambient level on the land side. Section 3.1.2


contains a more detailed discussion of this phenomenon. This


"ringing" effect may indicate that the near sidelobe correction


coefficients need further "fine-tuning."


(3) 	 As discussed in Section 3.1.3, the final APC algorithm appears to


diminish sidelobe effects caused by land masses adjacent to the
 

SMtR swath. However, as expected, the cells immediately adjacent


to land still contain sidelobe contamination.


(4) 	 As discussed in section 3.1.4, the vertical channels appear to be


biased low, whereas the horizontal channels appear to be biased


high with respect to model-predicted values. This is true of


both the final and interim APC brightness temperatures. If cor­

rections were applied to these observed biases to account for


unmodeled cloud and wind-speed effects, the positive biases


observed for the horizontal channels would be decreased. However,


at the same time, the negative biases observed for the vertical


channels would become still more negative. Therefore, it appears


that the vertical SMMR channels, particularly 18, 21, and 37 GHz,


are probably biased low, though it is not possible at this time


to accurately quantify these biases.


(5) 	 As discussed in section 3.2.3, it appears that the cross-track 
gradients present in the interim TB data may be modeled as a cos S 
coupling in the antenna temperature data. However, it appears 
th-at-the-sidelobecorrections are introducing additional effects 
which are masking this relationship in the final TB data. Our 
best estimates of cos a for each SIAMR channel are given in 
Table 10, along with the ELMS statistic for each curve fitted to 
the averaged antenna temperature data. Due to the greater sensi­

tivity of the 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels to varying atmospheric
 

water content, our confidence in the cos B estimates for these
 

channels is not as high as for those of the lower frequency
 

channels.


(6) 	 The cos a curve fits for the 6.6 and 21 GHz horizontal channels


are not as good at the ends of the scan as they are in the


center. This might be attributableto slight inaccuracies in


the antenna gain coefficients (ghv and ghh ) corresponding to


these two channels.


5.0 RECOMENDATIONS


As mentioned in the introduction, further evaluation of the final APC


afrithm will be performed as the algorithm matures. At this time, the 
only specific recommendation which can be made is that the cos S cor­

rection be implemented to reduce the observed TB cross-track gradients.


If this correction is not adequate for the higher frequency channels,


then a more rigorous estimation of the cos $ terms should be performed.


6.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY


No new technology has been developed in the course of this study.
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Table 1. 	 Differences Between Final and Interim APC Data,


Orbit 1255, 200S to 50N


A. Interim APC minus Final APC without Sidelobe Corrections


Channel Left Near Center Right 
6.6 V 3.25 3.25 3.25 
6.6 H .25 .00 .00 
10.7 V 1.75 1.50 1.75 
10.7 H -1.50 -1.50 -1.50 
18 V 1.25 1.25 1.25 
18 H - .50 - .50 - .50 
21 V .25 .25 .25 
21 H - .75 - .75 - .75 
37 V .00 .25 .00 
37 H .00 .00 .00 
B. Interim APC minus Final ABC with Sidelobe Corrections


Channel Left Near Center 	 Right


6.6 V 3.75 3.75 	 6.75


6.6 H .25 .00 	 .75


10.7 V 5.50 2.50 	 7.50


10.7 H .00 1.25 -1.25


18 V 11 5 7


18 H 4 3 	 7


21 V 7 3 	 8


21 H 6- 6 	 7


37 V 11 3 9


37 H 11 5 8


C. Final 	 APC without Sidelobe Corrections minus Final APC with Sidelobe Corrections


Channel Left Near Center 	 Right


6.6 V .50 :50 	 3.50


6.6 H .00 .00 	 .75


10.7 V 3.75 1.00 	 5.75 
10.7 H 1.50 2.75 .25 
18 V 10 4 6 
18 H 5 4 8 
21 V 7 3 8 
21 H 7 7 8 
37 V 11 3 9 
37 H 11 5 8 
Notes:


1. Data for each channel is taken from its best grid.


2. All 	 differences are in degrees Kelvin.
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Table 1. Diferences Between Final and Interim APC Data,


Orbit 1255, 200S to 50N (Contd)


Notes: (Contd)


3. 	 "Left" indicates data from the extreme left cells of all grids (columns


1, 1, 1, 1 of grids 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively).


4. 	 "Right" indicates data from the extreme right cells of all grids (columns


4, 7, 11, 22).


5. 	 "Near center" indicates data from columns 3, 5, 7, 14 of grids 1, 2, 3, 4


respectively.


6. 	 Integer entries were measured to a resolution of 10 K. Accuracy (3a) is


estimated to be 30K.


7. 	 Other entries were measured to a resolution of 0.250 K. Accuracy (3a) is


estimated to be 10K.
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Figure 8.2. Orbit 1135, 460 N. to 520 N., 
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Table 8. Observed Biases, Orbit 1135, 460 N.


to 520 N. Interim APC


CHANNEL 

6.6 V 

6.6 H 

10,69 V 

10.69 H 

18.0 V 

1890 H 

21.0 V 

21.0 H 

37.0 V 

37.0 H 

ALL V 

ALL H 

ALL VH 

Table 9. 

CHANNEL 

6,6 V 

6.6 H 

20.69 V 

10.69 H 

18.0 V 
18.0 H 
21,a V 
21.0 H 
3790 V 
37.0 H 
ALL V 
ALL H 
ALL V+H 

BIAS 
 
-2.8 
 
060 
 
-1.13 
 
7,82 
 
-7;61 
 
3.68 
 
-7.06 
 
S.37 
 
-8.Iq 
 
Sq8 
 
-5,35 
 
4.59 
 
-.,38 
 
RMS ABOUT


BIASED CURVE


1*201


t739


1*109


2,108


,971


1,495


3,5142


1,592


1.725


3,87


39218


3176


5,911


Observed Biases, Orbit 1135, 46' N.,


to 52' N. Final APC 

RMS ABOUT


BIAS' BIASED CURVE


-6,47 .927

74 .890

-5;540 2,9q7 
7.89 3.648


-11,9q 2,286


1.53 54.222


-7;11 2,149


.17 2.239


-10,70 5o635


3.28 6.910


-8.32 'f.082


2,72 
" 5 .971


-2,80 7,155
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Figure 9.1. Orbit 1135, 460 N. to 520 N., Final APC
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Figure 9.2. Orbit 1135, 460 N. to 520 N., Final APC
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Table 10. Cos S Estimates, "Best" Data Set


RMS Around


Channel Cos a TA Curve Fit


6.6 V .03 .13 
6.6 H .21 .57 
10.7 V .06 .32 
10.7 H .04 .21 
18 V - -. 23 .13 
18 H .23 .16 
21 V -. 05 .19 
21 H .31 .62 
37 V .19 .34 
37 H .16 .35 
Notes:


"Best" Data Set consists of 103 scans of TA data taken from the following orbit 
segments:


Orbit 1126 160S to 8S.


Orbit 1198 7OS to 40S.


Orbit 1255 190S, to 50S. 
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Figure 10.1. "Best" Data Set
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10.7 GHZ TR VS SCRN RNGLE
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Figure 10.2. "Best" Data Set 
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Figure 10.3. "Best" Data set 
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37.0 GHZ Tq VS CRN ,NG,.E 
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Figure 10.5. "Best" Data Set 
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Figure 11.2. Orbit 1255, 25' S. to 5' N., Interim APO
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Figure 11.3. Orbit 1255, 250 S. to 50 N., Final APC 
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